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Abstract. In the H12 study, non-dose/risk safety indicators have also been considered with a view to increasing
confidence in the safety assessment. The H12 safety assessment considers system evolution for a range of
scenarios; not only normal groundwater scenarios but also isolation failure scenarios due to unlikely natural
disruptive events. The calculated nuclide concentrations and fluxes in the surface environment for the reference
groundwater scenario were compared with measurements of naturally occurring nuclides. This comparison
indicated that the concentration and fluxes of radionuclides released from the repository would be several orders
of magnitude lower than those of natural radionuclides. There may exist cases, such as some natural disruptive
events, where the likelihood of occurrence is extremely low and the "Reference Biosphere" approach is difficult
to be applied for biosphere modelling. The use of qualitative assessment to allow comparison with naturally
occurring nuclides based on observations of natural systems may play a role in supporting the robustness of the
system concept. These examples suggest that relevant application of these non-dose/risk indicators supports a
more robust case. An advantage to applying such indicators is that both technical and non-technical audiences
can judge the relative, long-term impact of a deep geological repository.

1. INTRODUCTION

The second progress report, H12 (e.g. [1,2]), which is aimed at establishing a technical basis
for HLW disposal in Japan, represents an important milestone in the development of the
Japanese HLW program [3]. The concept of geological disposal in Japan is similar to that
being considered in other countries, being based on a system of multiple passive barriers
consisting of the geological environment (geosphere) and an engineered barrier system (EBS;
including vitrified waste, an overpack and buffer material). The disposal system considered is
generic, in the sense that no host rocks or siting areas have so far been identified.

Geological disposal systems can be sited and designed such that they will provide containment
for prolonged periods, with any eventual releases to the biosphere being at levels that provide
no threat to human health. Siting and design should ensure that there is a low probability that
any event or process could significantly undermine the safety of the overall system. The
probability of such a "single-mode failure" is minimized through the use of passive barriers
with multiple safety functions.

The safety of a geological disposal system can be assessed using defined indicators such as
risk and dose, which directly measure radiological effects on human beings. The only
scenarios modeled in detail in the HI2 safety assessment for dose calculation were
groundwater scenarios (scenarios in which moving groundwater provides the pathways for
transport of radionuclides from the repository to the surface environment). These included:

1 Present address: Research and Planning Department, Nuclear Safety Research Association.
2 Present address: Research and Development Science and Technology Division, Nuclear Waste Management
Organization of Japan.
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— a Base Scenario, in which external events and processes such as natural geological and
climatic phenomena, initial defects and future human activities are excluded, and

— a set of perturbation scenarios, in which the potential impacts of external events and
processes are examined.

A Reference Case was defined for the Base Scenario, incorporating a particular set of design
features, model assumptions and parameter values. Alternative cases were also defined for the
Base Scenario (with alternative design features, model assumptions or parameter values) and
for the perturbation scenarios.

Since the safety assessment of a geological disposal system covers a very long period of time,
there are inherent uncertainties involved in assumptions about future human activities and
environmental conditions, which increase the longer the time horizon becomes. In order to
address some of these uncertainties, Reference Biospheres (e.g. [4]) have already been
adopted in various performance assessments overseas and this concept is used in the main
body of the HI 2 safety assessment in order to illustrate the distribution of radionuclides in the
biosphere and resulting radiological consequences over timescales of interest.

To further allow for uncertainties, it has also been proposed to supplement assessment results
based on dose (or equivalent risks) by other independent indicators, to avoid relying on
assumptions made in the biosphere model. The use of non-dose/risk indicators, such as
concentration and flux of specific nuclides and radiotoxicity index, is useful as they are more
indicative of the isolation capability of a disposal system and the potential risks associated
with radioactive waste ([5-7]).

On the other hand, FEPs that could generate "isolation failure scenarios" (scenarios in which
the human environment is affected due to the physical isolation of the waste being
compromised), for example associated with natural disruptive events, were screened out (e.g.
on the basis that they could be excluded or reduced to a very low probability by siting).
Nevertheless, some less formal "what if?" analyses using non-dose/risk indicators have been
carried out to illustrate the magnitude of potential consequences from disruptions, and thus the
importance of siting the repository in a suitable environment.

This paper illustrates how non-dose/risk indicators have been applied to supplementary
assessments for the Reference Case, and more qualitative "what if?" analyses for natural
disruptive events, to increase confidence in the H12 safety assessment.

2. REFERENCE CASE

The Reference Case was defined as a baseline for the calculations in the H12 safety
assessment. The following assumptions define a starting-point for investigating the Reference
Case:

— The current conditions of the geological environment remain unchanged indefinitely;
— The EBS functions as expected;
— The current conditions of the surface environment remain unchanged indefinitely.

All radionuclides released from the vitrified waste packages in the repository are assumed to
migrate in channels in undisturbed host rock and then upwards through major water-
conducting faults (MWCF) to a shallow aquifer which, in turn, discharges to a river.
Significant dilution occurs as a small amount of groundwater from the aquifer enters the river.
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hi the performance assessment retardation processes and radionuclide travel times are
considered in the fault but are conservatively ignored for the aquifer. The nuclide transport
pathways considered in the Reference Case are illustrated in Figure 1.

Sedimentary layer

Aquifer

Major Water-Conducting Fault (MWCF}
assumed to be located 100m away
from the repository

Water-
conducting
Fractures

Failed/ i
Overpack HLW Glass

: Radionuclide migration
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migration

: Uncontaminated
groundwater flow

FIG. 1. Nuclide transport pathways considered in the Reference Case.

Release to the biosphere was assumed to be via a MWCF (retardation taken into account),
discharging into a shallow aquifer (no retardation considered) and then into a river (flow rate
10 m y~). This is a reasonable choice since, in Japan, the majority of drinking water (70%)
and irrigation water (85%) is taken from surface waters such as rivers and dams.

The biosphere model, based on the Reference Biosphere concept, represents the components
of the surface environment using compartments between which fluxes of material
(solid/water) and radionuclides are defined by transfer factors. A range of exposure pathways
through which radionuclides could enter the food chain, along with uptake and concentration
factors, are also defined [8]. The resulting dose (from ingestion, inhalation and external
irradiation) to a hypothetical critical group is then calculated. Parameters describing the
processes in this system are based on estimates of present-day environmental and lifestyle
conditions.

The basic model chain mentioned above was used to perform calculations for a repository
containing 40,000 packages of vitrified waste. Figure 2 shows the calculated results for the
Reference Case as a function of time after repository closure. In the figure, the thick line
shows summed dose from all the safety-relevant radionuclides and the other lines show the
largest contribution to the dose at different times from particular nuclides. Figure 2 also
indicates the periods for which key assumptions regarding components of the disposal system
are likely to remain valid as shaded areas, in order to facilitate understanding of these results.
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FIG. 2. Reference Case dose evaluation.

(Shaded areas indicate the period for which modeling of each system component can be considered
reliable.)

3. SUPPLEMENTARY ASSESSMENT FOR THE REFERENCE CASE

3.1. Effectiveness of barrier performance

Indicators which show the effectiveness of barrier performance are useful for demonstrating
redundancy within the natural and engineered barrier system, i.e. that safety is not dependent
on the performance of a single part of the disposal system. Such presentations can be a highly
transparent means of communicating a safety concept to both experts and the public, even
though these alone are inadequate indicators of total system safety.

Radiotoxicity

The long containment times within the overpack, release from the glass matrix, transport
through the bentonite and transport through the rock mean that many radionuclides decay to
insignificant levels within these barriers, before reaching the human environment. Figure 3
illustrates this, showing a measure of the total radiotoxicity of the nuclides contained within
the different barriers as a function of time, as calculated for the Reference Case. The
radiotoxicity index is defined here by the following equation:

Radiotoxicity of nuclide / [m3] =
Inventory of nuclide / in a specific compartment [Bq]
/ (DWd [Bq cm"3] x 106 [cm3 m ~3]),
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where DWQ [Bq cm 3] is the maximum permissible concentration of nuclide i in drinking
water outside the monitored area [9].

The figure indicates that:

— radiotoxicity is entirely contained within the glass matrix until the overpacks are
breached at 1000 years following emplacement, by which time it has declined by one
order of magnitude due to radioactive decay;

— after 104 years, radiotoxicity is still contained predominantly within the glass matrix,
and has declined by two orders of magnitude to less than that of 0.01 km3 of granite
with lppm uranium concentration;

— between about 105 years and 107 years, radiotoxicity is contained predominantly within
the EBS, either sorbed onto bentonite or in the form of solid precipitates that are
immobile in the small pores of the buffer;

— only at times of around 106 - 107 years is a significant proportion of the residual
radiotoxicity transferred to the geosphere, by which time it has decayed by five orders of
magnitude;

— at no stage is a significant proportion of the radiotoxicity contained within the
biosphere.
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FIG. 3. Radiotoxicity index as a function of time for the Reference Case, showing containment of
radiotoxicity in the various components of the disposal system for one waste package.
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Radiotoxicity release rate

The time-dependent release rates from the vitrified waste, EBS, host rock and MWCF for the
Reference Case are shown in Figure 4. The rates are expressed using a "normalized
radiotoxicity release-rate index", defined by the following equations:

Normalized radiotoxicity release-rate index of nuclide i [y"1] =
Radiotoxicity release-rate index of nuclide / [m3 y -1]
/ Radiotoxicity index of nuclide / in vitrified waste at the time of disposal [m3],

where

-inRadiotoxicity release-rate index of nuclide i [m y ] =
Release rate of nuclide i [Bq y ~l] / ( DWQ [Bq cm"3] x 106 [cm3 m ~3] ),

and

Radiotoxicity index of nuclide / in vitrified waste at the time of disposal [m3] =
Inventory of nuclide / in vitrified waste at the time of disposal [Bq]
/ (DWQ [Bq cm"3] x 106 [cm3 m ~3]).

Figure 4 shows that, in the Reference Case, all the barriers contribute to the low biosphere
releases. The release of radiotoxicity from the vitrified waste, which finishes abruptly when
the glass is completely dissolved, is 5 to 7 orders of magnitude smaller than the total release
rate, if all nuclides in the vitrified were released in one year at 1,000 years after disposal,
indicating the effectiveness of the release control due to the slow dissolution of the glass
waste form, hi particular, the release rate from the EBS to the host rock is 3 orders of
magnitude smaller than that from the vitrified waste. A further reduction of 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude is attributable to transport through the host rock, with an additional small reduction
due to transport through MWCF.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of release rates from each barrier component using radiotoxicity as an index.
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Thus, both the EBS and the natural barrier contribute significantly to the reduction of
radiotoxicity released to the biosphere. In addition, Figure 4 illustrates the delays in the time
to the peak of the releases from the outer or "downstream" barriers. These, in combination,
demonstrate the allocation of performance among individual components of the multibarrier
system.

3.2. Concentration and fluxes in the environment

Safety indicators such as nuclide concentration and flux can usefully supplement dose
calculations in the evaluation of overall system performance.

Concentration of natural radioactivity

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the calculated concentrations of 4N+2 (U-238) chain
members released to a river for the Reference Case with the range of naturally occurring
concentrations of these nuclides [10-13], as well as the maximum permissible uranium
concentration, according to the Drinking Water Quality Guidelines of the World Health
Organization [14]. The comparison shows that the concentrations of radionuclides released
from a repository would be several orders of magnitude lower than that of natural
radionuclides. Further discussion is presented in [15].
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FIG. 5. Comparison of calculation results (Reference Case) and natural radionuclides: concentration
of4N+2 natural decay series nuclides in river water.
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Equivalent fluxes of U-238

Direct comparisons such as those above are possible for radionuclides that exist in nature, but
arguments based on analogy are required for those nuclides which do not occur naturally. To
complement these as proposed in [6], one possibility is comparisons based upon radiotoxicity,
e.g., by dividing the concentrations in Bq L"1 by the respective values of annual limit of intake
(ALI). This has been applied in [15] as "the converted dose" which was calculated due to
nuclide concentration in river for the HI2 Reference Case converted to dose using ALI [10].
In this paper, the radionuclide flux from the geosphere (i.e. for the MWCF) in the H12
Reference Case can be converted to equivalent fluxes of U-238 using ALI [10]. These results
are shown in Figure 6.

It can be considered that there are many types of (surface) water systems that could receive
radionuclides released from the geosphere. River water is one of the most likely. In Figure 6,
the equivalent flux of U-238 from the Reference Case is compared with that of natural
radionuclides fluxes based on measured U-238 and U-234 concentration in 17 rivers of around
108 to 109 m3 y"1 flow rate [12], which are comparable with the flow rate 108 m3 y"1 for the
H12 biosphere model in the Reference Case. It is apparent that the equivalent flux due to the
repository is several orders of magnitude lower than that of naturally occurring uranium. It is
still lower than the range of natural radionuclides fluxes of groundwater based on measured U
and Th concentration in groundwater [16] and an average pumping rate (2xl06m3y~1) of deep
well water [17].

In the characterization phase at a specific site, it will be possible to measure site-specific
concentrations and fluxes of naturally occurring radionuclides and to compare them with the
results of performance assessment models.
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FIG. 6. Assessment of the impact from non-naturally occurring radionuclides in the repository using
the converted flux of U-238.
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4. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT FOR NATURAL DISRUPTIVE EVENTS

There is an extremely low likelihood that some kind of natural disruptive event will impact a
well-sited repository directly. For "what if?" calculations, these events are nevertheless
assumed to occur at about 105~106 years after disposal, when the remaining radiotoxicity of
the repository is comparable with that of uranium ores or a relevant volume of host rock as
shown in Figure 3.

For isolation failure scenarios due to natural disruptive events, such as uplift and erosion and
volcanic activity, when the repository is exposed at, or mobilized to, the ground surface, doses
can be estimated by assuming that all the radionuclides released (mainly in solid form) enter
river water. Under these extreme conditions, however, the application of the Reference
Biosphere approach, which is subject to a number of uncertainties, becomes more difficult. As
discussed in the previous section, fluxes in groundwater and surface waters can be compared
with fluxes from the repository into the environment for groundwater scenarios. However,
these solute fluxes are difficult to relate to fluxes mainly in solid form due to natural
disruptive events. Hence, the consequences of these extreme scenarios are estimated in terms
of radionuclide fluxes in solid form and these are compared with those of naturally occurring
radionuclides to allow a more robust assessment of consequences.

4.1. Uplift/erosion

Based on estimations from topographic and geological data, it appears that most parts of Japan
have been subject to some uplift over the last million years, but the average uplift rate is
generally less than 100 m per 100,000 years (lmm per year) if consideration is given only to
areas outside mountainous regions. Evidence of significant erosion by glaciers can be seen
only at high altitudes in Japan, which supports the assumption that erosion at potential
repository sites is mainly caused by weathering, giving an average denudation rate of 10 to
100 m per 100,000 years (0.1—1 mm per year).

The potential effects of uplift and erosion on the safety functions of the geological disposal
system are analyzed by assuming that the rate of erosion is equal to that of uplift, since this
would result in the greatest consequences. The consequences of an isolation failure scenario,
in which the repository actually becomes exposed at the ground surface after entering an
oxidizing/higher-flow zone near the ground surface, are analyzed by means of a less formal
"what if?" calculation. 1 mm y"1 and 0.1 mm y"1 uplift rates and pessimistically the same
erosion rates are assumed.

It is rather arbitrarily assumed that the groundwater becomes oxidizing and its flow velocity
increases by one order of magnitude when the repository depth is reduced to less than one
hundred meters (Figure 7). Nuclide transport after this is calculated using solubilities,
distribution coefficients and diffusion coefficients for oxidizing conditions, although before
this it is based on the Reference Case assumptions.

The fluxes of nuclides resulting from this scenario are estimated from the rate of erosion of a
volume of material containing the repository and the average concentration of radionuclides in
this volume. The volume has an area equal to that of the repository and a rather arbitrary
thickness of 100 meters (the thickness of the oxidizing zone: see Figure 7). The calculated
nuclide fluxes are compared to naturally occurring nuclide fluxes, calculated for a rock mass
(granite or uranium ore) of the same area containing uranium of various grades, assuming the
same erosion rates. For comparison purposes, these nuclide fluxes (U-238, U-235 and Th-232
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decay series for granite and U-238 and U-235 decay series for uranium ore) are converted to
equivalent fluxes of U-238 using the ALI as described above.

Near-surface
GJxidizing Zone 100 m

Decrease of repository depth
from surface

Reducing Zone;

I Uplift |

FIG. 7. Conceptual model of uplift/erosion.

Results are calculated for two uplift/erosion rates and two initial repository depths: 1,000 m
(crystalline rock and Pre-Neogene sedimentary rock: hard rock) and 500 m (Neogene
sedimentary rock: soft rock). The earlier the repository reaches the ground surface, the greater
the calculated fluxes (Figure 8). Results are relatively insensitive to initial depth for the faster
erosion rate, but more sensitive for the slower rate. This is because, for the slower erosion
rate, Np-237 (which is a key nuclide with a half-life of about two million years) begins to
decay significantly before the repository is exposed at the surface.
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4.2. Volcanic activity

Tracing back the history of volcanic activity in the Quaternary in Japan shows that the
locations where such activity occurs are restricted to distinct regions and that there is little
change in these locations. In addition, the direct effects of volcanic activity which could
significantly influence repository performance have been studied and are expected to be
restricted to a maximum of a few tens of kilometers from the activity centers. Detailed study
of the spatial and temporal patterns of volcanism in Japan can indicate those areas where the
probability of new volcanism is extremely low, indicating appropriate areas for further
consideration for repository siting.

Volcanic activity could potentially mobilize large amounts of radioactive and toxic materials
[18]. For a "what if?" analysis, the following case which assumes that:

— volcanic activity occurs in the repository area (in spite of the very low probability of
new volcanoes, as noted above);

— a major magmatic intrusion into the repository takes place

is selected, since it would result in the greatest consequences. In order to evaluate the
transport of nuclides to the surface in this case, the additional assumptions are made that:

— the intrusion occurs one hundred thousand years after disposal;
— all the radionuclides confined in the EBS are released.

Expressing releases in terms of an equivalent flux of U-238 as above, the release from one
waste package is equivalent to the natural U with 1 ppm concentration (U-238, U-235 and Th-
232 series considered) contained in a volume of lava of 4 x 105 m3. The average volume of a
Japanese volcano is 4 x 1010 m3, although this amount of lava is not necessarily discharged in
a single eruption. It can be inferred that nuclide release from the whole repository (40,000
waste packages) by a volcanic eruption would not be significantly greater than that if the lava
erupted at the same time.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As dose estimates inevitably include significant uncertainties from biosphere modeling, non-
dose/risk indicators have been investigated. This study presents illustrative examples of
application of non-dose/risk indicators in the HI 2 safety assessment.

For groundwater scenarios, concentration and fluxes in groundwater and surface water are
useful to supplement dose results for overall system performance. The comparison indicated
that the concentration and fluxes of radionuclides released from the repository for the
Reference Case would be several orders of magnitude lower than that of natural radionuclides.
This suggests that application of non-dose/risk indicators can put the long-term safety of the
repository system into perspective.

For isolation failure scenarios due to disruptive natural events such as uplift/erosion and
volcanic activity, fluxes in solid material are relevant indicators for comparison with naturally
occurring radionuclide fluxes due to these events.

When conducting such a comparison, it is important that actual measurements of natural
radionuclide concentration or fluxes exist as a comparable standard, that the definition of the
disposal system is clear and that the uncertainties involving long-term safety are considered.
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Moreover, for the comparison, the choice of indicators due to naturally occurring
radionuclides in groundwater or solid material is needed to treat relevant scenarios.
Considering the remaining radiotoxicity of the repository, qualitative assessments using non-
dose/risk indicators are relevant for scenarios which are very unlikely and not expected to
occur before a certain time period (e.g. 105 years).

Relevant application of these non-dose/risk indicators supports a more robust case. An
advantage to making such a comparison is that both technical and non-technical audiences can
judge the relative, long-term impact of a deep geological repository.

This study was made for a generic disposal system concept, i.e. it targeted neither a particular
rock type nor a particular geographical area. In the characterization phase at a specific site,
measurements of concentrations and fluxes of naturally occurring radionuclides at a specific
site can be compared to the output of performance assessment models.
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